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Impact of the FairTax on Small Business
Small businesses create a large effect in the US economy.
Nearly six million strong, small businesses (those employing less than 20 people), account for
90 percent of all US employers and employ over 20 million people, about 4.0 per business.1 All
this, despite the adverse effects of the current tax system on small businesses. In the words of
one small business owner: “Starting a small business means doing the one thing I love . . . and
99 that I hate. . . . A simpler, fairer, and growth-oriented tax code will ease the compliance
burden on the small business owner – allowing them to again focus on the one thing they love.”2
Tax regulations create the most difficulty for small businesses.
Small businesses spend on average $74 per hour to comply with the federal tax code – the most
expensive paperwork burden imposed on small businesses by the federal government. No wonder a

recent survey of National Federation of Independent Businesses membership found that 91
percent of businesses responded that they used a professional tax preparer: whereas a decade ago
less than two-thirds used professional tax preparers. So it is not surprising that more small
businesses identified taxes as the “single most important problem” they face. “Government
regulation and red tape” came in second place.
Most small businesses pay taxes via the individual income tax.
Although many small businesses are not subject to the corporate income tax, the individual
income tax affects most businesses in the United States. That is because business earnings are
often paid through the individual income tax when “passed through” to business owners. The
business income from sole proprietorships, S corporations, etc. is all taxed at the owners’
individual income tax rates. According to NFIB research, over 75 percent of small businesses
are organized as S-Corporations, LLCs, LLPs, or Sole Proprietorships, known as pass-through
businesses because they pay tax on business income through the individual income tax.3
Lowering corporate income tax rates does nothing to help reduce the tax burden on these
businesses. Research suggests that across the board tax cuts, regardless of income level, would
increase entrepreneurial start-up and survival.4
The FairTax plan (which replaces federal individual and corporate income taxes
(including self employment taxes and the alternative minimum tax), the payroll tax, and the
estate and gift tax with a single rate, simple national retail sales tax on the retail sale of all goods
and services) dramatically improves the economic environment for small businesses. It reduces
compliance costs and tax burdens and improves bottom line profits.
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Under the FairTax, small business enjoys a zero tax rate. And compliance costs plummet
dramatically.
Corporations, subchapter S corporations, partnerships, limited liability companies, and sole
proprietorships pay no tax on their income. Both the employee and employer share of payroll
taxes, the self-employment tax rate, and the estate and gift tax are abolished.
Income tax compliance costs are a much more substantial economic drag on small
business than they are for larger businesses. According to the Tax Foundation, small businesses
spend $724 to comply with the income tax for every $100 they pay in tax. More than 90 percent
of all U.S. corporations have assets of $1 million or less and, therefore, bear tremendous relative
compliance burdens. Small corporations bear a compliance cost burden about 27 times greater
than the largest U.S. corporations, those with $10 billion or more in assets.5
Compliance costs vary dramatically even among small businesses when measuring
business size by the number of employees. Businesses with 5 employees or less pay compliance
costs of $7,274 per employee whereas business with 26 to 50 employees pay an average of
$768.50 in compliance costs per employee.6
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For the entire group of small business taxpayers, the same study found that compliance costs (at
a time value of $45.40 per hour) are at most 1.6 percent of receipts, but are between 2.6 and 2.9
percent of asset value. At a 10 percent pretax yield on assets, this would be equivalent to a 26 to
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29 percent additional tax rate on capital income. Thus, although compliance burdens on average
do not add much to the price small businesses must charge their customers, they represent a
significant additional “tax” on investment income. Moreover, there is significant variation within
firms, with the very smallest firms bearing disproportionately higher burdens as a share of gross
receipts.
A small business today must use tax accounting rules (which are different than generally
accepted accounting principles) to keep track of: Income, inventories, various types of expenses
(some deductible, some partially deductible, some not currently deductible and some never
deductible), depreciation (which must be recorded in at least two ways for regular and alternative
minimum tax purposes), tax basis for assets sold, various pension and deferred compensation
rules (including participation, top-heavy and non-discrimination rules), various employee
benefits rules, and so on. The small business must also keep track of payroll taxes, including
Social Security, Medicare and unemployment taxes as well as file a plethora of information
returns on its payments.
Under the FairTax, small business compliance costs drop dramatically because the only
question relevant for sales tax reporting purposes is “How much did you sell to consumers?”
Period. Businesses that sell to other businesses would have virtually no compliance costs since
intermediate business-to-business sales are not taxed under the FairTax plan. In addition, under
the plan, retail businesses receive an administration fee that allows them to keep a portion of the
sales tax they collect to compensate them for collection costs. The Tax Foundation estimates
that overall compliance costs fall by more than 90 percent.7
Small businesses are found in service, retailing, and other labor-intensive industries.
Both complying with and paying the payroll tax and the income tax impose a major burden on
these small businesses. Moreover, the service sector and the retailing sector typically have much
higher effective income tax rates than other businesses.
Kill the estate tax.
Each year, many small businesses and farms must be sold out of the family to pay estate and gift
taxes when the founding generation dies. After a lifetime of hard work and risk-taking, the state
and gift tax deprive the small business owner or family farmer of the right to pass his or her life’s
work on from father and mother to son or daughter. The estate tax punishes those that save and
work hard to build an enterprise. In contrast, those that deplete their estate by heavy spending in
their retirement years pay little or no estate tax.
Under the FairTax plan, the estate and gift tax is repealed. The need for small businesses
and farmers to engage in expensive estate planning involving attorneys, complex estate freeze
transactions and expensive life insurance plans in anticipation of future estate and gift tax
liability disappears.8 Heirs no longer need to sell the business or farm out of the family or
borrow heavily, putting the business at risk, to pay the estate tax.
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The FairTax plan increases economic growth.
Small businesses thrive in a healthy, growing economy but because of inadequate capitalization
and lack of access to sufficient bank credit, they have much more difficulty in a stagnant or
shrinking economy. The FairTax causes the economy to grow and become much more dynamic.
The substitution of the FairTax for federal taxes on a revenue neutral basis has an immediate and
powerful impact on the level of economic activity. GDP would increase by almost 10.5 percent
in the first year.”9 Laurence Kotlikoff found that implementation of the proposed tax reform
plan “raises the economy’s capital stock by 42 percent, its labor supply by 4 percent, its output
by 12 percent, and its real wage rate by 8 percent. It also lowers real interest rates by more than
one quarter.”10
The impact of increasing economic growth can be substantial. A 90 percent drop in
compliance costs, equal to a $388 billion reduction in tax complexity, would increase GDP
growth between 0.8 percent and 0.9 percent. An increase in annual GDP growth by just one
percent has the potential, if continued for 10 years, to raise federal revenues and lower interest
payments on the debt enough to balance the budget at the end of the 10-year period. For a brief
summary of these research studies and others, see Research Summary: The Impact of the
FairTax on the Economy, http://www.fairtax.org/PDF/SummaryOfTheFairTaxOnTheEconomy.pdf
What is the FairTax Plan?
The FairTax Plan is a comprehensive proposal that replaces all federal income and payroll based taxes
with an integrated approach including a progressive national retail sales tax, a prebate to ensure no
American pays federal taxes on spending up to the poverty level, dollar-for-dollar federal revenue
replacement, and, through companion legislation, the repeal of the 16th Amendment. This nonpartisan
legislation (HR25/S122) abolishes all federal personal and corporate income taxes, gift, estate, capital
gains, alternative minimum, Social Security, Medicare, and self-employment taxes and replaces them
with one simple, visible, federal retail sales tax – administered primarily by existing state sales tax
authorities. The IRS is disbanded and defunded. The FairTax taxes us only on what we choose to spend
on new goods or services, not on what we earn. The FairTax is a fair, efficient, transparent, and
intelligent solution to the frustration and inequity of our current tax system.

What is Americans for Fair Taxation® (FairTax.org)?
FairTax.org is a nonprofit, nonpartisan, grassroots organization solely dedicated to replacing the current
tax system. The organization has hundreds of thousands of members and volunteers nationwide. Its plan
supports sound economic research, education of citizens and community leaders, and grassroots
mobilization efforts. For more information visit the Web page: www.FairTax.org or call 1-800FAIRTAX.
Authored by Karen Walby, Ph.D., Chief Economist, Americans For Fair Taxation, 2005. Updated April,
2013.
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